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The article presents results of theoretical and empirical studies, carried out by scientists and researchers in Departments of Marketing. Considering the analysis of research works it could be stated that several problematic areas should be revealed as the majority of research works were related with them. Results, related with theoretical and empirical studies on consumer behaviour and brand management, are presented in doctoral theses and scientific publications. It has to be noted that the topics on marketing conceptions and e-business development have recently become most discussed.

The results of theoretical and empirical studies are reviewed in the article as well. The research related with the definition and perception of marketing terminology could be singled out as extremely significant and timely. Summarizing research works conducted by scientists of Marketing Departments, it is important to indicate their input while performing various international projects.

Theoretical introduction on marketing teaching, study programmes and specialist training as well as organizational and practical issues, discussed in research works of the scientists of Marketing Departments, are presented in the article. Summarizing the development of marketing studies it is revealed that scientists primarily attempted to develop and publish scientific literature, intended for marketing studies and qualification training in the Lithuanian language. Conclusions, based on study results are presented at the end of the article.
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Introduction

The formulation of marketing as a scientific concept and business orientation began in the beginning of the XX century. 19 schools on marketing theory carried out marketing research in particular areas. Their scientific results provided arguments for the adequacy of marketing and other business orientations to enterprise – consumer relationship within time context. Summarizing results of theoretical and empirical studies of foreign scientists on marketing it is possible to state that research within the area of marketing theories and conception evolution allow affirming the fact that the topic of marketing management remains relevant both theoretically and practically. On the other hand, the contribution of Lithuanian scientists into the studies of marketing theory and conception evolution has to be indicated as well. Still a lack of scientific works, summarizing achievements of scientists while developing the science and studies of marketing is observed. The problematic issues identified provides a possibility to form scientific research problem with the question that analyzes what is the input of Lithuanian scientists into the evolution studies of marketing theories and conceptions in Lithuania. The aim attempts to analyze and summarize scientific achievements while developing the science and studies of marketing in Lithuania.

Development of Marketing Science in Lithuania

Within the development of marketing science it is possible to single out two directions. The first is more related with the expression of marketing content and essence perception in Lithuanian literature on marketing. The first publications of marketing literature were intended for teaching/methodological purposes and appeared in the Department of Marketing of Kaunas University of Technology and Marketing Department of Vilnius University. Significant works in Lithuania on marketing that are used for teaching were prepared by Urbonavičius (1990, 1995), Pranulis (1998, 2007), Virvilaitė (1991, 1994, 1997, 2007), Kuvykaitė (1997, 2001), Dikčius (2005), Pranulis, Pajuodis, Urbonavičius, Virvilaitė (1999, 2000, 2008) and other authors. Research works, conducted by Pranulis have to be indicated as the questions of marketing definitions and terminology are examined there.

The second direction of marketing science development is associated with research works. The first studies were devoted to solve the problems of marketing management. Evaluating research works carried out by the researchers of the Department of Marketing it is important to emphasize that the issues related with marketing and modeling of sales strategies were examined in articles by Stravinskiene (1997), Gudonavičienė (1997), Banytė (1996, 1997), Virvilaitė (1996, 1997), Valainytė (1997), Kuvykaitė (1996, 1997) and publications of other authors. Significant research works that were completed during the year 1992-1998 are: “Formation and Management of Strategy for Development of New Technologies, Products and Services”, “Studies of Innovations in Lithuania and Development of Information Database”, “Formation of Marketing Strategy in Accommodation Services Providing Enterprises”, “Investigation of Effectiveness of Tourism Marketing Solutions in Lithuanian Market”.

One of the essential prerequisites for successful marketing research and studies is good understanding of marketing theory, recognition of methods and appropriate their interpretation. This factor determined the direction of the first practical conference on marketing in the country that was organized in Lithuania in 1998. The conference under the title “Marketing Theories and Methods in Lithuania”
was organized by scientists of the departments of Market-
ing from Vilnius University and Kaunas University of
Technology. The name of the conference clearly expressed
its thematic directions and the aim as well as efforts and
attention of participants drawn to the analysis of marketing
theories and methods within the context of Lithuanian situ-
ation that were examined and evaluated on the basis of two
aspects. First of all, carrying out research and studies it
was attempted not only to get a better understanding of the
content of theories and methods but what kind of research
and how these research works combine, evaluate and in-
terpret those theories and methods. The results of the
following research works are reflected in scientific publi-
cations: “Vision and Mission – the Principle Stages of
Marketing Strategy Formation” by Gatautis; “Business
Philosophy: Conceptions and Orientations” by Dikčius;
and “New Attitude to Marketing” by Paškevičius. The sec-
ond aspect of research tackles the problems of implemen-
ting marketing theories and methods. Publications of Ba-
nytė “Behavioral Research of Hotel Customers”, Butkutė
(now known as Stravinskiene) “Forecasting System”, Do-
valienė “Factors, Determining the Specifics of Applying
Marketing Decisions in Tourism Business” and other pub-
lications are closer to the second aspect.

In 1999 the second and already international scientific
conference under the title “Marketing Theories and Me-
thods in Lithuania” was organized. Issues related with the-
oretical and methodological questions, based on the inter-
pretation of theoretical literature and conceptions were pre-
dominant in the conference. The article of Banytė “Seg-
mentation of Hotel Services Market: the Analysis of Glo-
balization Influence” provides the analysis of segmentation
features, characteristic to the market of hotel services as
well as their application peculiarities. Questions, connected
with the application of marketing conception in practice,
are reflected in the article of Dikčius. Publication of Gaižu-
ts “The Application of Added Value Concept for Strategic
Decision Making in Marketing Oriented Companies” is
devoted to deepen one knowledge about the nature of mar-
ceting activity and its application in the practice of busi-
ness management while solving problems of organizational
activity. The article examines the role of value added con-
cept within the process of marketing implementation and
the way it could be used in strategic planning. Kvykaitė,
in her article, describes marketing decisions within dif-
ferent stages of enterprise activity internationalization pro-
cesses. Besides, it has to be emphasized that publications of
the second conference present the results of empirical studies based on the primary information. Such empirical
studies could be observed in the articles of Auruškevičienė
(“The Typology of the Strategy Preparation Ways for En-
terprises in Economic Transformations Conditions”) and Alijošienė (“Strategic Alliances as an Attractive Form of
International Business Management”).

The third international and annual practical conference
“Marketing Theories and Methods”, contrarily like the first
two, dwell on theoretical and practical issues of marketing
faced not only in Lithuania but outside its boundaries. It is
possible to state that a part of publications was devoted to
the studies of marketing theories and concepts. Results of
theoretical research of this type are reflected in Pranulis
article “Marketing in the Context of Modernity and Po-
stmordernity”, Tamulienė, Urbanskienė and Kazlauskienės
article “Review of Schools of Marketing Though”,
Urbanskienė and Aleliūnaitės “The Models of Marketing
Theory Structure and It’s Analysis” and Pajuodis
article “Trade Marketing: Concepts, Evolution and Elements”.
The results while applying marketing theories and methods
in practice are indicated in the following publications of
Dapkus, Gatautis “Electronics Commerce Implementation
in Industrial Companies Achieving Competitive Advanta-
ges”; Melnikas “The Baltic Region: the Prospects of Mar-
ket Development”; Bučiūniene, Šilburytė “Joint Stock
Company “Lietuvos Telekomas” Consumer Awareness of
Provided Intelligent Network Services”; Urbonavičius,
Ivanauskas “Marketing Consultations Evolution in Lithu-
ania”.

The scientists of the Department of Marketing were
active participants not only of various conferences in
Lithuania but international conferences, organized in other
countries as well. The results of theoretical and empirical
studies in marketing are revealed in the articles of Virvilai-
tė and Šilburytė “Preparation of Marketing Strategy in an
Industrial Company” , Virvilaitė and Banytė “Theoretical
and Practical Aspects of Segmentation of Lithuanian Hotel
Market”, Virvilaitė and Rondomanskaite (now referred to as Rūteliūnė) “Lithuanian Tourism Development Problems and
Perspectives while Integrating to European Market” and
other articles, published as proceedings of international
conferences.

In addition to this, research works, conducted in Lithu-
ania, highlighted specific marketing research problems,
characteristic to periods of economic transformations. Such
problems were discussed by Virvilaitė, Pranulis and Mel-
ikas in “Marketing Theory and Methods in the States of
the Transitional Economy: The Case of Lithuania”; Virvi-
laitė and Šalčiuvienė “Lithuanian Cultural Origins and
Transformation of Cultural Values while Transformation to
Market Economics”.

Prepared and awarded doctoral theses that reflected re-
sults of theoretical and empirical studies within Lithuanian
context were a significant input while developing the
science of marketing. This would be doctoral theses by:
• Banytė under the title “Behaviour of Hotel Service
Consumers”;
• Šliurytė - “Evaluation of Competitive Environ-ment of
Economic Entities”;
• Butkutė (now known as Stravinskiene) - “System of
Sales Forecasting in Industrial Enterprises: the As-
pect of Management”;
• Gatautis - “The Factor of E-Commerce While For-
mring Competitive Advantages”;
• Rondomanskaite - ow known as Rūteliūnė) “Com-
peit-venes of Tourism Industry in the Country”;
• Gaižutis - “Study of Marketing Strategies of the
Sawmills of Lithuania”,
• Ėcas - “The Identification and Assessment of Sour-
ce of Competitive Strategy in Lithuanian Market”,
• Grundey - “Multi-modal Freight in Marketing Logis-
tics”;
• Dikčius - “Manager’s Influence Implementing
Marketing Concept in a Company’s Activity”;
• Kurtainienė - “Comparative Analysis of Marke-
ting Orientation in Mobile Telecommunication
Market”.
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Summarizing the research works conducted during the first decade it is possible to state that first of all they were designed to deepen once knowledge about the content of theories and methods as well as in the area of their evaluation, interpretation and implementation problems within the context of Lithuanian situation. Still increasing fragmentation of the market and constantly rising consumer requirements for quality, the increasing impact of information communication technologies for the creation of different products and service provision promoted the development of new marketing concepts. Within the context of dynamic market, marketing theory evolves and usefulness of the majority of concepts that reflected principles of traditional marketing decreased. This could be proved by results of empirical studies according which consumers not necessarily prefer offers of the highest quality as well as not necessarily purchase a product of the lowest price. The attitude that consumer’s choice depends on the value, created by an offer of the enterprise becomes more prevailing in research studies. Evaluating constantly changing object of marketing discussions it was observed that innovative questions of marketing theory development were analyzed in the works of Lithuanian scientists from the perspective of consumer value. Assessing the object shift and the role of consumer value within the research and the contemporary marketing theory, the scientific activity of the Department of Marketing expanded following the directions mentioned below:

- Solutions of defining, creating and transferring consumer value,
- Consumer relationship and brand management as a basis for the creation of consumer value,
- Solutions of enterprise image management while creating consumer value,
- Solutions of international marketing from the perspective of consumer value,
- The role of information communication technologies for value creation.

The results of theoretical and empirical research works allow stating that consumer value was examined seeking to find out how consumer’s perceived value influences his behaviour while making a decision to purchase. The results of studies conducted within the context mentioned above are reflected in the article of Banytė, Paunksniene and Rutelionė under the title „Peculiarities of Consumer Perception in the Aspect of Marketing to Women” that identified elements, characteristic to the process of consumer perception as well as their expression within the marketing to women. The results of the study on the relationship of consumer attitude and especially its emotional constituent with the brand were presented in the publication “Relationship of Consumer Attitude and Brand: Emotional Aspect” by Banytė, Jokšaitė and Virvilaitė. Antecedents of consumer loyalty and their expression in service sector were examined in the article of Palaima, Auruškevičienė and Banytė under the title “The Antecedents of Consumer Loyalty in the Parcel Delivery Services Industry”. The results of theoretical study on the conception of consumer value were indicated in scientific publications by Banytė, Gadeikiene, Matulioniene, Šalčiuvienė, Kuvykaitė and other authors.

Considering the results of theoretical and empirical research works, completed by scientists, it is possible to claim that the development of value based business concept made prerequisites for the appearance of a new marketing conception defined as relationship marketing. Responding to constant market changes, the necessity to collaborate, establish long lasting relationship and achieve a competitive advantage via individualized relationship with consumers becomes obvious. The significance of long lasting relationship both for consumers and companies is emphasized in the literature on marketing; however, the attempt to achieve this aim determines ambiguous, sometimes even contradictory theoretical explanations of relationship concept. Evaluating research carried out by Lithuanian scientists it could be noted that the core dimensions of relationship concept are examined in the article “The Concept of Relationship in Marketing theory: definitions and theoretical approach” by Damkuiiene and Virvilaitė. The construct of relationship and quality and its modeling decisions in service industries are discussed in the article “Modeling Relationship Quality in the Parcel Delivery Services Market” by Palaima and Auruškevičienė and the results of their studies are presented in the publication, mentioned before. The works of Dovaliene, Gadeikiene and Piligrimienė seek to reveal forms for developing relationship with consumers in service providing industries. These works attempt to analyze consumer satisfaction as an antecedent of long-lasting relationship between consumers and service providers and define the importance of confidence determinants as the basis for long-lasting relationship with service providers. The results of empirical and theoretical studies are revealed in the publication “Customer Satisfaction and its Importance for Long-term Relationship with Service Provider: the case of odontology services”.

Issues related with the methodology for the development of consumer value are often analyzed in scientific literature from the perspective of brand image and its value. The results of theoretical and empirical studies investigating the formation of brand image and the relationship of brand identity and image are displayed in the article “Brand Image Formation” by Janonis and, Virvilaitė as well as in the publication “Relationship of Brand Identity and Image” by Janonis, Dovaliene and Virvilaitė. The problematic aspect related with the research on brand value is tackled in the article “Integrated Model of Brand Valuation” by such co-authors Jucaitytė and Virvilaitė. The authors of the article completed theoretical analysis of economic, psychographic and consumer behavior based models used for value measurement and prepared an integrated model to measure brand value that was tested empirically.

The research works carried out allow stating that brand and value, created by it, do not guarantee a long-term competitive advantage of the company. Such processes need to be managed when conveying brand identity and forming its image with different target groups. And this is inevitably related with the sphere of solutions for managing company’s image. The topic of image management was elaborated analyzing various aspects where one of them was methodologically public relations based as a means for image formation. The article of Kazokienė and Stravinskienė under the title “Decision-Planning in Public Relations: Practice of Lithuanian Companies” defines the consistency of planning public relations theoretically and
on the basis of empirical research the levels of planning public relations in Lithuanian companies are indicated. The analysis of solutions for image management shows that the development of consumer value needs innovative attitude to integrated marketing communications. The scientific publication of researchers Radževičiūtė and Šilburytė under the title “Conceptual Dualism of Integrated Marketing Communications” reveals this aspect. The work of Junokaitė, Aljošienė and Gudonavičius is intended to examine the efficiency of creative advertising. The results of the research are reflected in the article “The Solutions of Celebrity Endorsers Selection for Advertising Products”. The analysis of possibilities to provide consumer value is also significant when a company seeks to expand its activity in the global market. Aiming to identify the expression peculiarities of value based marketing concept of a company, expanding its activity in the global market, the issues on standardization and adaptation of marketing solutions are examined. Results of research works carried out within the context are reflected in the article “Identification of Key Success Factors in Free Economic Zone Development in Lithuania” by Auruškevičienė, Šalčiuviienė, Kuvykačiūtė and Žilys. In addition to this, the article presents the results of the research on possibilities for the development of free economic zones (LEZ) in Lithuania. The research indicated the fact that the adaptation of international marketing solutions is based on the provision of increased value to a consumer. In order to achieve this aim the concept of psychological distance has to be employed. The studies of enterprise activity internationalization from the perspective of psychological distance, conducted by Virvilaite, Šiaunskienė and Matulionienė disclosed different attitudes of scientists to the concept of psychological distance. The results of the study revealed that psychological distance is composed of cultural, structural (legal and administrative system) and language differences. Moreover, the study of export dynamics of the EU countries displayed the fact that today psychological distance limits internationalization processes less as export to the most psychologically distant countries is rapidly increasing in comparison to psychologically close places. Thus, an assumption that with the increase of psychological distance between countries the need for adaptation of international marketing solution increases is made. The results of the study mentioned are presented in the publication “Internalization of Company Activity: the conception of psychological distance”. Cultural constituent of psychological distance manifests during negotiations with foreign partners. This is confirmed by the study on the expression of cross-cultural differences conducted by researchers Banytė and Mieželienė. The results of theoretical and empirical studies are indicated in the article “Expression of Cross-cultural Differences in Negotiations: the case of negotiation activity of Lithuanian tourism agencies”.

The studies of solutions to convey value to consumers disclose the priorities of using information communication technologies. The evaluation of the development of information communication technologies for value creation within the activity of economic entities is significant from the perspective of various aspects such as local, regional, national, European and global. The research, completed by Seppä, Damaskopoulos and Gatayutis presents the assessment of e-business policy in Europe. The results of the research are reflected in the scientific publication “Evolution of E-business Policy in Europe: from Technology Push to Digital Business Ecosystems, Innovation Partnerships, and Living Labs”. It has to be emphasized that the application of information communication technologies within the activity of companies determines the development of e-business that is stimulated or limited by political, economic and social factors. Seeking to reveal barriers of e-business development in small and medium enterprises in Lithuania the study of Gatayutis was carried out and the results of the study are delivered in the article “Barriers of E-business Development in SMEs: Lithuanian Case”. Theoretical and empirical studies of the area showed that the development of information communication technologies impacts the activity of the government as well. They help while changing the government itself transforming the relationship of power and responsibility among all participants such as service providers and industries, state and private sectors, government and a citizen. Besides, information communication technologies improve the quality of services provided by e-governments and encourage the appearance of new phenomena such as virtual society or other. Results of such studies are reflected in the articles “The Development of E-Government Services in the Region of Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant” by Vilkauskaitė, Gatayutis and Maželika; “Assessing E-government Services Quality” by Gatayutis and Damaskopoulos; and “Developing Virtual Communities in Transition Economies” by Damaskopoulos and Gatayutis.

The results of theoretical and empirical studies, conducted by researchers of the Department of Marketing were published not only in the publication of scientific and research works “Engineering Economics” but also proceedings of international conferences. Moreover, it has to be stressed that scientists of Marketing Departments in Vilnius University and Kaunas University of Technology are active participants in scientific conference “Economics and Management”, organized by the Faculty of Economics and Management in Kaunas University of Technology. Still the biggest contribution into the development of marketing science in Lithuania is reflected by doctoral theses awarded and doctoral theses that are currently prepared. They are:

- “Brand Image Management in a Cross-cultural context” by Šalkūviienė,
- “Peculiarities of Relationship Marketing while Developing the Market of Theatre Products” by Dovaiienė,
- “Criteria of Ecological Evaluation in Social-Ethical Marketing” by Tamulienė,
- “Company’s Marketing Culture and Peculiarities of its Expression” by Zostautienė,
- “Peculiarities of Consumer Behaviour in Lithuania: the Context of Product Consumption” by Stankevičienė,
- “Grounding of Multi-dimensional Marketing Information System: the Conception and Model” by Kriščiūnienė,
- “Advantages of the Following Strategy at the Initial Stage of Product Introduction” by Piktūrienė,
- “Influence of Virtual and Traditional Focus-Groups Marketing Research Effectiveness” by Vaitkūniene,
• “Creative Advertising Strategy: Interaction Aspects between Advertising Agencies and Advertisement Providers” by Vasiliauskaitės,
• “Positioning of Chain Stores: Theoretical, Methodological and Practical Aspects” by Ivanauskas,
• “Lithuanian Companies’ Moral-Ethical Norms of Media Marketing” by Sereikienė.

It should be marked that not all doctoral theses that deal with marketing issues are enumerated in this article and the number of awarded theses is bigger.

The value of the research works conducted is confirmed by reviews of scientific works prepared and presented for the procedure of granting the degree of Doctor Habilitation. These would be reviews: “The Impact of Information Communication Technologies Development for the Activity of Economic Subjects” by Gatautis, “Peculiarities of Enterprise Activity under Transformation Conditions” by Urbonavičius and “The Impact of Information Era Transformation into Relationship Era for Management of Consumer Loyalty” by Auruškevičienė.

Summarizing the work of the scientists of the Marketing Departments, their input while carrying out various international projects should be noted, mentioning their participation in the Sixth Framework Programme (FP6), EUREKA programme for European Research, Development and Cooperation and COST programme for European Cooperation in the field of Scientific and Technical Research. Gatautis carried out three FP6 projects (FP6 Reorient FP6 – 513567 “Implementation of Change in the European Railway System”, “FP6 GENESIS IST-027867. Enterprise Application Interoperability via Internet Integration for SMEs, Governmental Organizations and Intermediaries in the New European Union” and “FP6 eVISION IST-028067 A New Vision for the participation of European Construction SMEs in the future e-Business scenario”) and two projects of the European Commission special action programme (“Supporting best practice exchange of e-business policies for SMEs” 05/2005. UNEXC – University e-Business Research Centres - an exchange of best practice”; “eParticipation” 2006/C 176/14. LEX-IS: Supporting Public Debate on Legislation among Parliaments, Citizens and Businesses in the European Union”). Researchers Banytė and Virvilaitė participated in EUREKA Umbrellas LOGCHAIN and EUREKA Umbrellas LOGCHAIN+ projects “Building of Advanced Freight Chains and Logistics Technology”; EUREKA Umbrellas LOGCHAIN PolCorridor E-2727 project “PolCorridor: Creating Europe’s Most Advanced Freight Transport Corridor”, Milašius and Virvilaitė participated in EUREKA Umbrellas LOGCHAIN RAIL GAUGE CHANGE, E-2353 project “Economics study about investment in an automatic rail gauge change system within PAN-CORRIDOR 1”. Virvilaitė, Gatautis, Banytė and Snieška conducted and participated in COST A17 project “Small and medium enterprises economics development and regional convergence in Europe” and COST A18 “Comparing the dynamics of violence within European Countries” project. The results of scientific research works of the projects were published as proceedings of international conferences and symposiums. Scientists (Urbonavičius, Pranulis, Dikėius, Gažutis and other) of Marketing Department from Vilnius University take an active part in international projects as well.

The researchers of Marketing Department actively participate in research programmes funded by Kaunas University of Technology as there were 11 research projects carried out. Currently researcher Banytė conducts such projects as “New Marketing Conceptions and Methods: the Aspect of Consumer Value” and “The Concept of Consumer Value in Marketing Theory and its Application Possibilities”.

The research activity of the Department of Marketing is enhanced by the fact that Virvilaitė is a member of editorial board of the international research journal “The Innovative Marketing”; Gatautis is a member of editorial board of journal “Journal of Theoretical and Applied Electronic Commerce Research” and a member of scientific committee of scientific journals “Electronic Commerce Research”, “International Journal of Electronic Business”; Kuvykaite a secretary of scientific journal “Engineering Economics”. In addition to this Virvilaitė, Gatautis, Banytė and Kuvykaitė are experts of the Centre for Study Quality Assessment in Higher Education in Lithuania.

Marketing Study Programmes

The Department of Marketing participates while training Bachelors and Masters of two study programmes such as Economics and Management and Business Administration. The department is responsible for two specializations of marketing (Study Programme of Economics) and marketing management (Study Programme of Management) of undergraduate and graduate programmes. The Department of Marketing also participates within the study process of the postgraduate level (doctoral studies) in the area of economics and management and administration. The list of subjects delivered by the Department of Marketing includes 15 courses such as Marketing, Marketing Research, E-commerce, E-business, Product Management, Pricing, Distribution Channel Management, Marketing Communication Management, Market Analysis, Service Marketing, Trade Marketing, Public Relation Management, Social Marketing, Marketing in Business to Business Market, Marketing in Virtual Environment taught in Bachelor programme. The following study modules (courses): Strategic Marketing Management, Competitive Marketing, Consumer Behavior, International Marketing, Global Marketing, Advertising Concepts and Methods, Newest Marketing Conceptions, Relationship Marketing, Cross-culture Marketing, Public Marketing, Marketing logistics, Supply logistics and E-commerce Management are taught for Master students. One course under the title “The Newest Marketing Theories and Conceptions” is delivered for postgraduates. Marketing Department in Vilnius University possesses 19 subjects. The subjects of the Department of Marketing are delivered in other faculties of Kaunas University of Technology. It should be noted that the Department of Marketing prepared a programme for Master’s Studies of Management in the English Language that is designed to specialize in the area of marketing management. Courses of the programme are delivered for students who participate and come to study according to SOCRATES/ ERASMUS or other student exchange programmes. Following SOCRATES/ERASMUS exchange programmes, teaching
staff of the Department of Marketing (Gatautis and Šliburytė) deliver classes in other foreign universities. Teachers from Belgium, Great Britain, Italy and France also come to teach students as well.

Pedagogical competence of the teaching staff of the Department of Marketing is constantly developed while participating in courses and seminars for qualification increase both in Lithuania and foreign countries. It has to be emphasized that the teachers of the Department of Marketing have been participating in LEONARDO DA VINCI programme, funded by the European Union, for ten years. There were 11 projects carried out following the programme where 3 of them were pilot projects and other 8 were mobility projects. At the moment there are two Lifelong Learning Programme Leonardo da Vinci (Transfer of Innovation) projects “Vocational Orientated Culture and Language” – VOCAL and “Reference System for Facilitators of Learning – RESYFAC” carried out. Besides, the members of the Department of Marketing took part in SOKRATES GRUNDTVIG programme conducting a project “EQUAL: Evaluation and Quality Assurance in Adult Learning”. Participating in the projects, mentioned above, the teachers of the department developed pedagogical competence in universities, education centres and business companies in Italy, Greece, Iceland, Great Britain, Spain, Finland, Germany, Portugal and other countries.


Summarizing it could be said that the teachers of the Departments of Marketing from Kaunas University of technology and Vilnius University made significant contributions into the development of marketing study programmes in Lithuania.

Conclusions

Having completed the analysis of marketing science and studies, it is possible to provide the following conclusions:

Two directions could be identified within the development of marketing science. The first one is more related with the expression of marketing content within marketing literature in Lithuanian used for teaching; the second one is connected with scientific research works the results of which were announced in Lithuanian and foreign publications. It should be noted that the research works were carried out while participating in international projects.

The studies completed and conducted by the researchers of the Departments of Marketing revealed the fact that the first research works were devoted to the perception of marketing theory, recognition of methods and their appropriate interpretation within Lithuanian context. The results of the research works were presented in scientific and practical conferences under the title “Marketing Theories and Methods in Lithuania” that were organized for the first time. The results of empirical studies that were based on primary sources and information were presented in these conferences as well.

More rapid processes of globalization, constantly changing marketing environment, increasing and more fastidious consumer needs stimulated the appearance of new marketing conceptions. Within this context, innovative questions of marketing theory development were examined applying the aspect of consumer value. Summarizing the research work conducted by the researchers of the department, it could be noted that scientific research activity was developed taking the following directions: solutions of defining, creating and transferring consumer value; consumer relationship and brand management as a basis for developing consumer value; solutions of enterprise image management while creating consumer value; solutions of international marketing: consumer aspect; and the role of information communication technologies for value creation. The results of the research works were presented in foreign and Lithuanian publications.

Awarded doctoral theses make a significant contribution into the development of marketing science. It should be noted that topics of doctoral theses are various and issues that are analyzed in these entail all areas of marketing management. Besides, the importance of research works carried out is confirmed by reviews of research works that were prepared for habilitatus procedures by Gatautis, Urbanavičius and Aurūškevičienė.

Reviewing research works of the departments it has to be stated that the researchers made an important input while carrying out various international projects by participating in the Sixth Framework Programme, EUREKA – European Programme for Research Development and Cooperation, COST programme for European Cooperation in the field of Scientific and Technical Research and research programmes, funded by Kaunas University of Technology. Summarizing the development of marketing study pro-
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